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October 6th - practice subset 2b 
 
 
A geologic cross-section trace is assigned to each student group (A, B, C, D, 
E). The cross-section drawing process starts from the following three steps: 
 
Step 1 – Plot the altitude profile of the ground surface, using all the available 
contour lines (5m altitude steps) that cross the section trace. The vertical 
scale of the profile must be equal to the horizontal scale. 
 
Step 2 – Reconstruct the slip surface of the landslide crossed by the section 
trace, by linear interpolation of its altitude data. The slip surface altitude is 
equal to the ground surface altitude minus the slip surface depth. Represent 
the slip surface by contour lines (5m altitude steps). 
 
Step 3 – Plot the altitude profile of the slip surface, using all the interpolated 
contour lines (5m altitude steps). 
Example - Santa Maria Maddalena 
 
Excerpt from the “Monghidoro” sheet of the Carta Geologica della Regione 
Emilia-Romagna. Coordinates in the Carta Geologica d’Italia: lat. 44° 13’ 10”; 
long. 1° 15’ 40” 
 
The cross-section target is a landslide, which is accurately depicted in the 
Carta Geologica della Regione Emilia-Romagna. Some depth data which are 
relevant to the slip surface interpolation are reported in the layer “SS depth”. 
Seven “0m depth” points have been added along the landslide outline, and 
reported in the layer “SS altitude”. 
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